
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 76  
17th SEPTEMBER 2021 

GREETINGS: 
 

Day 540...The move to Level 2 came as a small relief to all at the start of another busy week....135 
years since the discovery of the Witwatersrand goldfields (see piece at end), the circus is still in 
town – John Hlope ducking and diving... Enoch Godongwana warns African National Congress 
that the party’s project wish list could cost R73.5 Billion  Absa wants to introduce a SSDI (stands 
for "self-sovereign digital identity”).. Correctional Services says it has been billed R398 271 for 
Jacob Zuma's medical care at a private hospital... It appears the local government elections will 
take place on 1 November (after more verneukery with the candidate lists). Provisional restraint 
order valued at R1.4 billion granted against former Eskom executives accused of corruption, fraud 
and money laundering.... Green shoot or lost cause? Intelligence report reveals ‘shocking reality’ 
around the interception of communication in South Africa... Suspended more than two months ago 
as an ANC member, Carl Niehaus now fired as a Luthuli House employee... nearly 3,000 jobs 
have already been lost across more than 1,400 independently owned liquor stores.                                                                                               
SpaceX takes to the skies... America mourns on 20th anniversary of attacks.... United States 
praising the Taliban as “businesslike and cooperative”... (How’s that go again, Joe?)... MI5 DG 
Ken McCallum said the threat of terrorism in the UK remains "a real and enduring thing." 
Complacency in dealing with Islamist extremism has granted the terrorists ultimate victory... China 
and Pakistan quick to provide “aid” to Afghanistan... North Korea tests first 'strategic' cruise missile 
with possible nuclear capability... BoJo “brutally” reshuffles his Cabinet in the aftermath.... Chinese 
ambassador to the UK has been banned from Parliament after outrage among MPs and peers... 
Vaccine passports ready to set UK on a slippery slope... English cricket scrambling to fill a £40m 
black hole after the fifth Test was cancelled 90 minutes before the toss... Emma Raducanu’s 
astonishing run to the US Open final - "a surprise, a shock, and crazy"... Hamilton and Verstappen 
“go Dutch” in spectacular crash... Prince Andrew served with lawsuit from Jeffrey Epstein accuser 
Virginia Giuffre... Justin Trudeau's feminist credentials were called into question - how it has all 
gone downhill for the liberal “woke” poster boy... 
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BATTLE OF BRITAIN SALUTE: 
 

  
                                                                                           
The RAF Typhoon Display team have retraced the footsteps of the heroic Battle of Britain pilots, 
known as the 'The Few,' by flying over the White Cliffs of the southern British coastline ahead of 
the anniversary of the Battle of Britain. The Typhoon, callsign “Blackjack”, which is based at RAF 
Coningsby made several passes along the landmark as part of their return flight from the south 
coast after a successful four days of displays at the Bournemouth Air Festival.                                                                             
 

Although fighting continued for another few weeks, the action on 15th September was seen as an 
overwhelming and decisive defeat for the Luftwaffe.  For this reason, this date is celebrated in the 
United Kingdom as Battle of Britain Day. The RAF will commemorate the Battle of Britain at the 
traditional service this Sunday (19th September) at Westminster Abbey attended by the Chief of 
the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal Sir Mike Wigston. 
 
SPITFIRE SALUTE: 
 

 
 

On Sunday 5th September 2021, a Spitfire Mk Vb AB910 flew over three events across Northern 
Ireland to commemorate the 81st Anniversary of the Battle of Britain. The aircraft was flown 
by Squadron Leader Mark Sugden, who is part of the RAF Battle of Britain Memorial Flight.  The 
first event commenced at 12:30pm, as the Spitfire flew over the RAF Battle of Britain Service in 
Carrickfergus. Squadron Leader Sugden then continued over Belfast Queen's Quay Maritime 
Festival, before ending over Ballykelly, at 12:53pm. 
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The Battle of Britain Memorial Flight also provided Ballykelly with a memorial stone, 
dedicated to the Beaufort AW271 crew that crashed on the 30th April 1942.  Pupils from the Foyle 
College Aviation Team in Derry helped to locate the crash-site and raise funds for the stone.                        
The Spitfire Mk Vb AB910 has a remarkable wartime history, having flown a total of 143 
operational missions over three years.  In 1941, it was allocated to 222 (Natal) Squadron at North 
Weald, but never reached this destination after being damaged during a forced landing at 
Lympne.  Once repaired, the Spitfire was re-allocated to 130 Squadron at Perranporth, Cornwall, 
flying convoy protection patrols and escorting daylight bombing raids.  In June 1942, the aircraft 
was delivered to 133 (Eagle) Squadron at Biggin Hill, flying 29 Operations.  Notably, the Spitfire 
supported Operation JUBILEE at the fierce Dieppe Raid aerial battle, on the 19th August 1942.  
During combat, Flight Sergeant ‘Dixie’ Alexander used the aircraft to destroy a Dornier 217 
bomber. Spitfire Mk Vb AB910 served with 242, 416 and 402 Squadrons on numerous cover 
patrols, and then supported 53 Operational Training Unit, at Hibaldstow.  Here, it also famously 
flew with a girl on the tail!  Flight Lieutenant Neil Cox DFC had not realised ground-crew fitter, 
Leading Aircraftwoman Margaret Horton (Woman Auxiliary Air Force) was sitting on the tail whilst 
he taxied out to the take-off point.  He took off, but luckily managed to keep control and land after 
one circuit – despite the added weight of a surprised Margaret. Post-war, the Spitfire flew as an air 
racer before Vickers-Armstrong refurbished it in 1953.  Renowned test pilot, Jeffrey Quill, 
displayed the aircraft until the company donated it to the RAF Battle of Britain Memorial Flight in 
1965. Now, the Spitfire Mk Vb AB910 is flown commemoratively by the RAF Battle of Britain 
Memorial Flight.  It is painted with the same full invasion stripes as a D-Day Spitfire Mk Vb BM327 
flown by Flight Lieutenant Tony Cooper, Commander of 64 Squadron in 1944. 
 
RAF'S NEXT-GENERATION RPAS: 
 

 
 

A pre-production example of the UK’s new Protector aircraft has taken to the UK skies as part of 
preparations for the arrival of Protector to RAF Waddington. The air station has been selected as 
the home of the Protector International Training Centre, as part of a £94 million investment into 
infrastructure improvements to assist with housing the aircraft ahead of its entry into service in 
2024. The UK has ordered 16 Protector aircraft from General Atomics-Aeronautical Systems Inc 
(GA-ASI) all of which will be based at RAF Waddington, the RAF’s ISTAR hub. A key feature of the 
investment at RAF Waddington will be the development of a new campus which will include the 
Protector International Training Centre. Housing the Synthetic Training System for the aircraft, the 
Centre will enable crews from the RAF and international partners to conduct a significant amount 
of their training in a secure environment, linking in future with the Defence Collective Training 
environment under the UK Gladiator programme. The new campus will support many jobs in the 
local area, with contracts awarded in the coming months for infrastructure improvements at the 
base. The campus will feature new Single Living Accommodation for Protector ground crews, a 
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hangar, office facilities, a new road to the Protector area of RAF Waddington and a new 
taxiway. “The Protector aircraft is a huge leap forward in performance and autonomous 
technology. It can fly for 40 hours anywhere in the world, providing critical surveillance and 
precision strike to protect the UK and our allies. As the lead customer for this aircraft, I am 
delighted the Royal Air Force is once again at the cutting edge of air power innovation.” Air Chief 
Marshal Sir Mike Wigston. 
 
SA TAXPAYERS’ BURDEN: 
 

Trade union Solidarity has published a new report focusing on the tax burdens of South Africa’s 
main income groups, and how they compare to other countries. Although a person with an average 
gross income of R70, 000 per month falls into the highest decile in terms of income, they will only 
fall into the second-highest tax bracket. 
Due to South Africa’s progressive income tax system, a person in this decile already pays 
substantial amounts of income tax – yet, together with VAT and other taxes, the total amount 
actually paid to the state is approximately 50% higher than just the income tax amount, Solidarity 
said. “On average, the effective tax burden of the person in decile 10 is 42.5%. This implies that 
people in decile 10 work only 4 hours and 36 minutes for themselves in a normal working day of 8 
hours – for the other 3 hours and 24 minutes, they actually work for the state. It means that people 
who are in their office at 08h00 only start working for themselves at 11h24.” 
Where most other countries limit their income streams to a few categories, the South African 
government has decided to extract taxes from its citizens in every possible way, Solidarity said. 
In addition to the above direct charges, the trade union said that South Africans could also expect 
to be taxed on everything from interest earned to TV licenses. When South Africa’s total tax 
burden to the GDP is compared to that of the rest of the world, it is second only to Sweden at 
26.7%. 

 
 
OUT, OUT, DAMNED TOLLS: 
 

Almost a year after an official decision was supposed to be announced, transport authorities still 
don’t have a firm answer on the future of the controversial Gauteng e-toll scheme. 
Briefing parliament on a range of transport changes on Wednesday (1 September), Transport 
director-general Alec Moemi said that discussions around the controversial system continue to 
take place, focusing now on the various financial options available. 
“Honestly, this matter has been dragging for some time, and now the ball has been thrown into the 
Treasury’s court, and they have undertaken to revert back to us,” he said. 
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“The minister of finance had a meeting this week to look at the matter, and it was agreed that 
further studies must be done, and then (a decision will be made) once we are clear where we are 
in terms of all the (financial) permutations that we are looking at.” 
Moemi said that the department has committed to finding a workable solution that does not ‘drown 
the country in debt’ but is equally sensitive to the public’s issues. 
The Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) says that the government cannot continue 
to ignore the failed e-toll system in Gauteng and that it needs to be scrapped. 
The union, which represents 1.8 million workers in South Africa, has given transport minister Fikile 
Mbalula until the end of September to announce that the government will scrap the system. 
“The e-toll policy has failed. Motorists are not paying even when Sanral is giving discounts,” it said. 
The federation called on all motorists in Gauteng to continue not paying their e-tolls accounts, 
protesting the system. 
 
WANDERERS ANNUAL REPORT: 
 

Wanderers has progressively reopened - the Clubhouse is now looking good and we have had 
most sociable informal lunches in the revamped Terrace area. The Club has just released its 
Annual Report, which mirrors the challenges that all Clubs and the hospitality industry have faced 
since March 2020. Wanderers is fortunate in having the resources to be able to survive, while 
many others have not.... The opening paragraphs of the report capture the essence of what has 
happened in the SA economy and are instructive... 
 

“In the last two annual reports reference was made to the work the Committee had done on 
identifying key strategic objectives. These consisted of growing the Club’s footprint, remaining 
relevant and ensuring that steps were implemented to ensure the Club’s sustainability. Much work 
has been done to meet these objectives but there is no way of hiding the fact that we have been 
handicapped by the extreme buffeting we have received from the impact of Covid and the weak 
economy. These factors have had a debilitating effect on business in general and specifically on 
the Club’s ability to generate income which is evident in this report and they underscore the fact 
that the Club must continue to adapt and change while dealing with these and other challenges as 
we look to achieve a sustainable future. The South African economy has performed abysmally for 
a number of years with the ANC Government seemingly incapable of subjugating its own interests 
to those of the state, continued in -fighting among the leadership and a lack of clarity and direction 
regarding economic policies. Despite reassuring speeches the looters of tax payers’ money have 
not been brought before the courts and the sums of money wasted or unaccounted for by 
municipalities and state institutions remains at eye watering levels. Covid has added to these woes 
with lockdowns forcing large numbers of small and medium size business to close which has 
resulted in further high levels of unemployment, especially among the youth, which poses a major 
risk to the Government and the country. The lockdowns have proved to be extremely damaging to 
the travel, hospitality and leisure industries and have exacerbated the stresses in the economy. 
Pockets have been hard hit, families have lost loved ones and many disillusioned citizens have left 
the country in pursuit of greener pastures. The Club’s revenue and membership numbers have 
been negatively impacted by these unprecedented conditions”.  
 
CHEERS!   FOR TODAY: 
 

Now 540 days since the start of the great plague, this is the seventy-sixth weekly Newssheet - 
“Members News, Reminiscences and Ramblings” - items of Air Force interest, or greetings to the 
Club or any other happenings of interest, that will help us all to keep in contact and entertained  
through the lockdown, until we are relieved! Thanks for the contributions! We’ll use them in 
successive editions... We’re all still hanging in there... 
Please continue to take care –Support where you can. Don’t spread alarm and despondency on 
social media – you may become the target of a showcase trial under new legislation... Remember 
that all this, too, shall pass... We are on track for the Battle of Britain Lunch today, Friday 17 
September at Randpark Golf Club. 
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As advised, this has had to be strictly by pre- booking due to current Covid restrictions. No 
walk-ins, so thank you to those who booked with bookings@rafoc.org and paid.  All being well, 
weather permitting, there will be the traditional fly-past to mark the occasion, courtesy of Arnie 
Meneghelli and team. Overhead at 13h00 – so be in good time... This year sees the 81st 
Anniversary of the Battle of Britain and the 15th September has been Celebrated as Battle of 
Britain Day since. 
Reproduced below is Part 2 of a recent article by the historian Leo McKinstry giving a fresh 
perspective of those stirring days of the Battle. 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

There was a man from Turkey  
Who was famous for making beef jerky, 
What meat he used, 
Seemed to be rather bruised, 
And the marinade was very quirky. 
(The Sherriff of Nottingham Road) 
 

I am proud to announce that I’ve completed the first item on my bucket list... I’ve got the bucket... 
 

Are you broke? Salary not going as far as it should? Need a little extra cash? LOL, shame, me 
too.... 
 

If you think your life is complicated, spare a thought for Emmanuel Macron, current President of 
France. He’s 41 years old, his first stepson is 44 years old, his second stepson is 42 years old and 
his wife is 66. Technically, he’s the last born in his own family. 
 

When a man steals your wife, there is no better revenge than letting him keep her.... 
 

A starving asylum seeker is greeted at Dover by a good fairy who grants him 3 wishes...                       
The asylum seeker says “I wish I had something to eat.” Poof! A splendid banquet appears.                    
He then says: “Now I want a nice house.” Poof now a splendid mansion with a swimming pool 
appears!  He then says: “I want to be British.” Poof! Everything vanishes! Bewildered, he asks:                  
“Where has everything gone? The fairy says “You’re British now, mate, you’re entitled to bugger 
all” 
 

Customer: “What’s the Wi-Fi password?” 
Bartender: “You need to buy a drink first.” 
Customer: “OK, I’ll have a Coke.” 
Bartender: “Three dollars”.  
Customer: “There you go. So what’s the Wi-Fi password?” 
Bartender: “You need to buy a drink first.” No spaces, all lowercase....  
 

CATHOLIC SHAMPOO 
Two Nuns were shopping at a 7/11 store. As they passed the beer cooler, one said to the other:  
“Wouldn’t a nice cool beer or two taste wonderful on a hot summer evening? The second Nun 
answered: “Indeed it would Sister, but I’m not at all comfortable buying beer, since I’m certain it 
would cause a scene at the checkout.” “I can handle that without a problem,” the other replied, and 
picking up a six-pack she headed for the checkout. The cashier had a surprised look on his face 
when two Nuns arrived with a six-pack of beer. Seeing this, the first Nun said                                                                                       
“We use this beer for washing our hair. Back at our Nunnery, we call it “Catholic Shampoo.”                                                          
Without batting an eyelid, the cashier reached under the counter, pulled out a packet of pretzel 
sticks, and placed them in the bag with the beer. He looked the Nun straight in the eye, smiled and 
said:                                                                                                                                                  
“Sister, the curlers are on the house!” 
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THE RICHEST GOLDFIELD IN THE WORLD TURNS 135: 
 

One quarter of the World’s gold has been mined from the Witwatersrand goldfields around 
Johannesburg in South Africa. At its peak in 1970, gold was the mainstay of the South African 
economy, the dominant export, and source of employment for 500,000 underground miners every 
day. Anecdotally, those miners supported an average of ten others in extended families in South 
Africa and surrounding countries. Unfortunately, the last fifty years have been one of constant 
decline in annual Witwatersrand gold production to now be under 10 percent of its peak.                                                                     
Much has been written about the discovery of the Witwatersrand and its national and global 
impact. The discovery itself was early in 1886 by George Harrison, and likely in February of that 
year. Where Harrison made his discovery was within a package of unconformity surfaces with 
conglomerate and sandstone that we now know as North Reef, Main Reef, Main Reef Leader and 
South Reef. The following of outcropping conglomerate east and west of Langlaagte was 
extremely effective exploration and quickly revealed the West Rand, Central Rand and East Rand 
goldfields with much of the latter being discovered by extension under younger cover. Klerksdorp 
and South Rand goldfields were also found from outcropping reef packages. The combined all-
time production from these goldfields has now exceeded 25,000 tonnes or 800 Moz (or ten 
Kalgoorlies for a local comparison). 
 

 
 
Some of the great years of these afore-mentioned goldfields were already over by the 1920s but 
as Wits profitability including gold grades deteriorated; three new discoveries of goldfields under 
hundreds of metres to kilometres of cover were even more spectacular and underpinned the climb 
to the 1000 tonnes of gold production in 1970. Apart from a drop in production during the Boer 
Wars, the Witwatersrand has produced over 100 t Au per year for a century; this stellar record 
ended in the last decade. Apart from being the 135th anniversary of the Wits discovery, 2021 also 
marks another famous moment in Witwatersrand gold; it is the 70th anniversary of the discovery of 
the Evander goldfield to the east of Johannesburg. The first 65 years following the discovery of 
Witwatersrand gold were interspersed with new goldfields discovered at Carletonville, Welkom, 
Klerksdorp and Evander. There have been no Wits goldfields discovered since 1951. However, 
hope remains of finding one or more new goldfields in and around the Witwatersrand with some 
innovative exploration in more distant parts.  
Full article by Neil Phillips, a world renowned expert on the origin of gold deposits, at 
http://www.theheritageportal.co.za/article/richest-goldfield-world-turns-135  
 
 
BATTLE OF BRITAIN (Part 2) 
 

Known as ‘the Big Wing’, the concept of the mass formation of several squadrons had strong 
advocates at the time, including the legless pilot Douglas Bader. Dowding and Park were 
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dismissive, maintaining that such wings took too long to assemble. But when the tactic was tried, 
it often proved highly successful, never more so than on 15 September, when Bader’s own No. 12  
 

Group, based in East Anglia, pulverised the German raiders. For RAF pilot Bobby Oxspring, it was 
‘glorious’ to see ‘60 Hurricanes and Spitfires charging on the sorely harassed bomber force’ that 
decisive day. 
But the full resources of Dowding’s command were too rarely galvanised to hit the enemy with 
maximum impact. He acted like a detached observer, reserved and uncommunicative, and 
effectively left Park in charge. As a result, Park was allowed to be far too proprietorial and 
uncooperative, so the firepower outside his No. 11 group was overlooked. At times, the Battle of 
Britain seemed to be fought not by Fighter Command, but mainly by No. 11 Group. The Spitfire 
pilot George Unwin of 19 squadron, based at RAF Duxford in No. 12 Group, later said that Park’s 
attitude was ‘ridiculous.’ ‘We were always called too late and there’s no excuse for it. He had 60 of 
us waiting — waiting ten minutes’ flying away — and an awful lot of lives could have been saved, I 
think, and a lot more damage done.’ 
Given that the nation’s very survival was at stake, every Spitfire and Hurricane should have had a 
central part. Instead, too many planes were kept far away from the action. At the beginning of 
battle, no fewer than 21 squadrons were in Scotland, the North and the Midlands, while at the 
beginning of September, there were 65 Spitfires in the south-west. The argument that Fighter 
Command had to be prepared for sudden Luftwaffe attacks elsewhere in Britain will not wash. 
First, radar meant that surprise incursions were impossible. Second, it was pointless to keep a 
reserve for the future when the Fighter Command was under heavy assault in the present. Wing 
Commander Dizzy Allen, who fought in the war, felt that the ‘poor deployment of squadrons’ and 
‘incompetent handling of the fighter force’ indicated ‘the paucity of intellect’ in the RAF’s high 
command. Even some of Dowding’s stoutest defenders, such as his biographer Peter Brown (a 
former Spitfire pilot), admitted that there was a lack of authority within Fighter Command to ‘co-
ordinate overall battle tactics and to utilise all squadrons to best advantage’. 
In one respect, Dowding’s determination to husband his resources carefully was understandable, 
for the saga of fighter production in the 1930s had been traumatic. Indeed, within the RAF there 
had been an innate prejudice against fighter planes because strategic bombing was regarded as 
the main purpose of the force. The attachment to offensive bombardment meant that fighters were 
widely viewed as an irrelevance, reflected in the words of Sir Hugh Trenchard, the founding father 
of the RAF, that ‘the aeroplane is no defence against the aeroplane’. This ideological blindness 
was eventually overcome, partly through the efforts of Tory politicians Lord Swinton, the air 
minister, and, surprisingly, Neville Chamberlain, who as chancellor was a powerful advocate of 
fighters, not least on the grounds that they were cheaper than bombers. 
Even when the Supermarine Spitfire emerged in the mid-1930s, alongside the Hawker Hurricane, 
to fulfil the RAF’s urgent need for modern, fast fighters, there were tremendous production 
problems with the new type. A small company based in Southampton, Supermarine did not have 
the capacity to meet a major contract, while the advanced design, with its elliptical wing, proved 
stubbornly complex to build. Soon the promised deliveries fell badly behind schedule, prompting 
Swinton to complain of ‘a disgraceful state of affairs.’ But he was the one who paid the price. 
Forced to resign in May 1938 after a parliamentary row over the fighter delays, he was replaced by 
Sir Kingsley Wood, who tried to overcome the problems by ordering the construction of a huge 
new Spitfire factory at Castle Bromwich in Birmingham. Costing £7 million and run by the Morris 
cars magnate Lord Nuffield, it was due to turn out 1,000 Spitfires by June 1940. 
 

Yet by this date, not a single one had emerged from the Castle Bromwich production. The building 
was a shambles, the management incompetent, the workforce recalcitrant. It was only when the 
dynamic press baron Lord Beaverbrook took over at the Ministry of Aircraft Production that the 
factory began to operate properly under new executive leadership from the Vickers aircraft 
company. ‘The effect of Beaverbrook’s appointment can only be described as magical,’ recalled 
Dowding. A subsequent unpublished government report into the fiasco of Castle Bromwich found 
that the management had been given ‘a blank cheque’, the plant was ‘extravagantly laid out’, 
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expensive machinery was left ‘idle’, recording systems were nonexistent, labour was ‘in a very 
bad state’ and discipline was ‘lacking.’ 
 

It was a damning indictment, though fortunately Supermarine at Southampton had been turned 
around before the war. Even so, due to this mess, Spitfires were not available in the numbers they 
should have been in the summer of 1940, and Fighter Command had to rely on the robust but 
slower Hurricane for two-thirds of its complement. When Winston Churchill famously declared in 
his Finest Hour speech on the eve of the Battle that ‘Hitler knows he has to break us in this island 
or lose the war,’ he turned out to be right. But it was a far closer-run thing than it need have been. 
(Part 2 of a Series by Leo McKinstry in The Spectator, Sent in by David Haggie.) 

 


